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CONFIG_DRM_EXYNOS4 is enabled
and CONFIG_EXYNOS4 is disabled My
SDK is 21 My SDk folder contains:
sdk_r22, sdk_r22-NDK, sdk_r22-BT,
sdk_r23, sdk_r23-NDK, sdk_r23-BT,
sdk_r23-BT-KIT, sdk_r23-OGLESV My
Device type is: Android 6.0 A: I find the
solution by myself: My laptop was
infected by MacKeeper, so I updated
this OS (from macOS 10.14.2 to macOS
10.14.3). After that I figured out the
solution and installed the next version
of SDK on this computer:
C:\Users\Home\Desktop\Android-



sdk\Platform-tools>adb install -r
C:\Users\Home\Desktop\Android-
sdk\platform-tools\build-
tools\23.0.3\adb.exe: error while
loading shared libraries: libasan.so:
wrong ELF class: ELFCLASS64 Then I
installed again the SDK and setup
developer settings and it worked! So
for everyone who have the same
problem: Install Virtualbox. Install
macOS from the internet. Open a
command prompt, open the virtual
machine in Virtualbox and run adb
logcat. Run adb devices to see the
device. Run adb install -r -s
C:\path_to_sdk\platform-tools\build-
tools\23.0.3\adb.exe to install SDK on
the device. I think we've got a problem
with the libasan64 lib on our
environment. Q: find a distribution that



satisfies the required properties Hence
the challenge I have is as follows Find a
distribution function with CDF $$F(x) =
\begin{cases} \frac{1}{2} & 0 \leq x
\leq 1 \\ \frac{7}{8} & x=1 \\ 0 & x>1 \\
\end 04aeff104c
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